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Last week, I broke the wok. 

My mother bought the wok on the day she got married, from the man sitting 

by the entrance of the market next to our former apartment twenty-four years ago. It 

was made of cast iron, the most commonly used material for woks at that time. It was 

large and heavy, traditionally designed for making dishes like those you would see in 

Chinese restaurants, with a color that was so dark that it almost became invisible in 

the unlighted kitchen at night. I used to have a natural fear of it when I was a kid, for 

its perfectly round shape and pitch-black color reminded me of the black hole in my 

science textbook, which would suck you in and tear you apart if you stared at it for 

too long.  

My mother used to be the only one who used the wok—in other words, the 

only one cooking. My father never cooked, let alone did housework. The only time he 

cooked was on my tenth birthday, making a stewed crucian carp out of a newly 

bought cookbook. It was supposed to be a birthday surprise I believe, yet honestly, it 

tasted awful. Fortunately, Mother is a good cook. For a long time in my childhood, 

my biggest daily entertainment was to watch Mother cooking dinner (at a distance 

from the kitchen door, because I wasn’t allowed to walk into the kitchen for safety 

reasons). She started by washing the ingredients, then cut them into the proper size. 

The highlight of the show then followed, when Mother fried all the ingredients 



together in the wok. Her left hand would hold the handle of the wok and shake it 

slightly at a regular speed, moving the ingredients around in the wok to make sure 

they wouldn’t get burnt. Her right hand held the spatula, which was just the right 

length to reach the bottom of the wok and flip the ingredients with every movement of 

her arm. The brightest and very last gleam of sunset came in from the back window 

near the stove at a forty-five-degree angle, shining on Mother’s apron and lighting up 

the wok. The ingredients covered with oil glittered like gold in the wok, with tempting 

smells wafting out and the rhythmic collisions of spatula and wok flowing like a 

concert in the air. Those were the glory days of the wok. Just like a magician pulling 

out rabbits from a magic box, my mother “pulled out” delicious dishes from the wok. 

The only difference was that unlike the always-smiling magician, Mother always 

looked tired, her eye brows knitted in the choking smoke, her lips tight.  

Around the time I graduated from middle school, my parents got divorced. I 

went on living with my mother. Frankly, life did not change much. I had gone to 

boarding school since sixth grade, enjoying living with friends my age and going 

home only during the weekends. After the divorce, I still occasionally met my father 

for dinner or a movie, almost the same frequency I saw him at home before, for he 

was always either out for business or meeting with his friends. Mother was still the 

only one using the wok—one of the few things she brought with us from the old 

apartment when we moved into a new home. I didn’t doubt that both my parents still 

loved me, which was enough, and I avoided thinking too much about their marriage. 

Something was not right, yet I couldn’t tell or maybe didn’t want to uncover what 



exactly wasn’t right.  

A visit to a friend’s house somehow revealed part of the answer. I was truly 

surprised to know that her father was the one cooking in the family and doing most of 

the housework. That might be the exact point where something quietly changed in my 

feelings towards the wok. It was no longer a magical box for me, but rather a chain. 

My passion and romantic vision for cooking vanished. I would recklessly argue back 

at family gatherings when an elder relative would unconsciously express ideas such as 

that girls should learn cooking,  

“I don’t know how to cook, but I can find a boyfriend who cooks. Who says 

that the girl should be the one cooking? I can also order takeaway. I don’t need to, and 

I don’t want to learn cooking.” Mother always kept silent at such moments. Only once, 

when there were just two of us watching television at night, she said softly to me 

during the commercial break, “Not for anyone else, but for taking care of yourself, 

you should learn how to cook. I can’t cook for you forever.” The end of her sentence 

faded into the sound of the television, almost like it had never existed. I probably 

caught her words, or it was just an illusion. The TV show started up again. I quickly 

forgot about it. 

As I neared the end of high school, the pressures of the gaokao became 

more and more immediate. Mother never directly asked about my grades or my 

performance in school; instead, she showed her support at the table. Every meal at 

home consisted of at least two dishes with meat, two dishes with vegetables, and a 

soup. The menu differed every day. Beef, rabbit, lamb, duck, chicken, pork, eel and 



fish… new things were added to the ingredient list day by day, and the way they were 

prepared also varied constantly. Gradually, it seemed that I was no longer the point of 

the whole thing; instead, Mother’s enthusiasm came from the process of 

experimenting with new cuisines. She packed dishes for me to take to school and 

share with my friends, and moreover, warmly welcomed them to have dinner in our 

home. She would eagerly ask for people’s feedback. I had never seen the same smile 

on her face as when getting compliments. She also bought more cooking implements, 

including more types of woks and an oven. The old wok was used less and less 

frequently. Yet whenever there was a guest, Mother used the old wok. “I’m used to the 

depth and capacity of it—the familiar angle and strength I need for my arms to fry the 

ingredients,” she explained. It was made for making Chinese dishes, Mother added, 

and using a cast iron wok could give the dish more flavors. I doubted this point, yet I 

agreed that the dishes my mother cooked were better than at most restaurants.  

I enjoyed Mother’s cooking yet never thought to go into the kitchen myself, 

until recently. Then the coronavirus broke the peace. I went back home from college 

and spent the longest time since middle school with my mother during the quarantine. 

When the situation was getting better in China, Mother was called back to work, 

while I was staying alone at home for online courses. It was not safe to order food 

delivery, so the only option left for me was to cook by myself. I learned from online 

tutorial videos, in most of which the cooks use a non-stick pan. I willingly did the 

same at first, for the old wok was covered with permanent oil stains from the last 

century while the non-stick pan looked clean and classy. To be fair, the non-stick pan 



did perform well in cooking Western dishes like steak and bacon. However, when it 

came to traditional Chinese fried dishes, I always felt there was something missing in 

the flavor even though I did every step correctly. I thought of Mother’s theory and 

tried to cook with the old wok. Maybe it was all psychology, but I did feel dishes 

cooked in the old wok were more delicious.  

Quickly, I got used to the old wok as well as cooking itself. Those 

“magician moves” Mother did, which used to seem so complex and fancy to the 

younger me, lost their mystery. I started to see the pattern in cooking most Chinese 

dishes—pour in oil, put in cut ginger, scallions, and garlic and fry until they’re 

fragrant, put in the first ingredient and fry it, add in the second ingredient and mix it 

with the first one, add flavors (normally salt, soy sauce, oyster sauce and peppers for 

Sichuanese dishes), and then it’s ready to go. Within such a basic framework, the 

variations lay in the different pairing of ingredients and amount of seasonings. It’s 

nothing difficult or magic. Once I understood those principles, I stopped watching 

online tutorials before cooking every dish. I started being creative with cooking, 

mixing different ingredients, changing the conventional order of different steps, and 

adding Western seasonings into Chinese dishes. I also gave up counting precisely the 

amount of ingredients or seasonings I put into the wok like I used to do. I added salt 

by the seat of my pants, sometimes half of the spoon, sometimes a full spoon or more, 

all based on what I felt like at that moment—I never overdid it or underdid it though. 

Every time, the flavor tasted just right, even if it was my first time trying such a 

combination. “You’ve inherited the cooking talent from me,” Mother once proudly 



announced.  

I took over the kitchen and became the one who prepared dinner for us 

before Mother got back from work. Slowly, I started to find the fun in cooking. I 

realized that almost like the opposite of chains, there was actually freedom of choice 

and pleasure of control in the process of cooking. I would walk into the kitchen 

around 6 p.m., with a Bluetooth stereo. After reviewing every cabinet and shelf, like a 

proud general, to see what ingredients were available, I would pick two or three 

according to my mood and decide on the menu of the day. Then, with rock music 

playing loud on the stereo, I would begin to prepare dinner. Around 7 p.m., Mother 

would arrive home, and we’d have our dinner, which normally included a meat dish, a 

vegetable dish, and a soup, while watching one episode of the latest TV drama.  

The old wok became my best comrade, reliable and experienced—until a 

week ago, it slipped out of my hand and crashed on the ground. A deep crack 

appeared across the middle of the wok, officially announcing the end of its service. 

After joining the family twenty-four years ago, its long and good life ended in the 

dustbin the day after its disability, when Mother bought a new iron wok from the mall 

across the road for one hundred yuan. 
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